NEW SPECIALIST DIPLOMA IN CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTIVITY (SDCP) REQUIREMENT FOR A1-B1 IN CW AND L6 IN SELECTED CR AND ME

Introduction

The Certificate on Construction Productivity Management (CCPM) course which was introduced in May 2011 was successful to equip project and construction managers with the relevant practical knowledge to enhance work productivity levels in their own construction projects. However, over the past few years, newer game-changing technologies with the significant potential to transform the construction industry into a more innovative and productive one have also emerged. These game-changing technologies include Building Information Modelling (BIM), Virtual Design & Construction, Pre-fabricated Bathroom Unit (PBU), Pre-fabricated and Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC), and Cross Laminated Timber (CLT).

The new Specialist Diploma in Construction Productivity (“SDCP”) has been introduced to include the latest emerging game-changing technologies and trends to raise the bar for the construction industry in terms of attaining higher professional competency levels to achieve greater heights in construction productivity.

New CRS Requirement (For Your Company’s Action)

Please note that the SDCP will replace the current CCPM as a requirement for A1 to B1 grades in CW and L6 for CR and ME workheads (except CR14, ME07 and ME13).

To fulfil this requirement, your firm must have at least one of the full-time employed Professional & Technical personnel (in short, P&T personnel) registered with CRS to obtain the SDCP by

i) 1 Jan 2016 for A1, A2 and B1 grades
ii) 1 Jan 2017 for L6 grades.

Enrolment for SDCP course will start from 14 October 2014, please go to http://www.bcea.edu.sg/SDCP for the course brochure.
If you need further assistance, please refer to our website at: http://www.bcea.edu.sg/

To view your registered P&T’s record and eligibility, please login to eBACS: https://www.bca.gov.sg/eBACS/. Upon enrolment of the course, please email your registration acknowledgement receipt (issued by BCAA) to bca_ebacs@bca.gov.sg for our record.

Alternatively, you can also contact us:
For enrolment and enquiries on the SDCP, please email to bca_academy@bca.gov.sg or call 62489999.
For enquiries on CRS requirements and P&T eligibility, please email to bca_ebacs@bca.gov.sg or call 1800 342 5222.
For other Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s), please click here